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New Net Rates the Force Behind
Monster Slam Dunks
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The New York Knicks wonder what to do as Indiana Pacers forward Paul George takes it to
the net in this photo from April 10, 2011. George is among those throwing down this weekend
in the Sprite Slam Dunk Contest on Saturday. Photo: Darron Cummings/Associated Press
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All you fans of monstrous dunks, rejoice: The uber-geeks at MIT Media Lab have figured out
how to measure the force of a slam dunk, and the gadget makes its television debut during the
NBA All-Star Weekend.
The nifty net will quantify the force with which guys like Derrick Williams and Paul George
stuff a ball through the hoop during the Sprite Slam Dunk Contest on Saturday. The net is
said to measure “slam force G’s.” We prefer the term “millijordans,” but no one asked us.
Media Lab developed the net in a partnership with Turner Sports. The results, displayed on
the Sprite Intensity Meter on the bottom right of your TV screen, will determine, once and for
all, if George throws down with more authority than Chase Budinger.
Yeah, it’s little more than marketing hype — “Sprite Intensity Meter” was a pretty big clue to
that — but this has some real science behind it.
MIT Media Lab used conductive thread to generate a reading for the force of every slam
thrown down. The fabric, as flexible as the nylon in conventional basketball nets, has long
been valued for its ability to transmit electrical signals in products ranging from winter gloves
to high-tech carpets. By spinning the thread through a regular basketball net and connecting
it to a computer chip, mounted behind the backboard, that renders the force in a graphical
output, MIT and Turner have at long last found a way to instantaneously transmit the force of
a dunk from the rim to your television screen.
Will wonders never cease?
Peter Scott, VP of emerging media for Turner Sports Interactive, says Sprite proposed the
idea to Turner in mid-November.
“They wanted to see how we could make the dunk contest even more exciting than it is now,”
Scott says.
Scott’s people ran the idea by MIT Media Lab, which specializes in far-out ideas. They quickly
seized on the idea of conductive thread and built a prototype using a…
Nerf basketball hoop. Seriously.
“Like any invention, you wait until you feel good enough that you can present them with a
prototype,” Scott said.
It worked. Once Turner and MIT were confident they could pull it off with a real hoop, they
bought a regulation net and rim to develop a full-scale prototype. They called the NBA in
mid-January to give them the good news: It works.
Scott says the conductive thread produces an electrical current whenever the net is
contracted, such as when a ball passes through it. Nothing about this changes how the net
looks or functions, so it won’t affect how players perform their tricks.
To understand the varying levels of force a dunk could produce, the MIT scientists developed
a statistical baseline. They notched a basketball-sized hole into a board, placed it above a
basket, and dropped the ball through the board. The board served as a gate of sorts, ensuring
the ball passed through it at the same speed and distance, every time, before hitting the net.
By establishing a consistent level of output for that type of shot, the MIT crew could compare
shots from the numerous angles and forces with which a dunk can be dunked.
The Media Lab worked with MIT’s own basketball team to develop the calibration system. To
develop a range with which to assign a value for any particular dunk, players threw down with
differing levels of power from all sorts of angles. The harder the throw-down, the higher the
millijordans, er, slam force G’s. (MIT, taking these things very seriously, actually used joules
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as the unit of measurement during development.)
Dunks will be measured on a scale of zero to 100 slam force G’s. According to MIT’s scale, 100
slam force G’s should be about the equivalent of the muzzle energy of a .22 caliber round
being fired. They can’t be sure of this until they confirm it during practice sessions in
Orlando, but it sure sounds cool.
Once a player dunks, the conductive thread will communicate with a computer chip behind
the ‘board. The chip will render a reading to a duet, which is a device that allows TV
production crews to add graphics to the TV broadcast.
Looking ahead, Scott says there could be a place for this technology in basketball beyond the
annual dunk-fest. He says we could even see the rest of us measuring the force of our dunks
through Nerf hoops. And who knows — maybe one day slam force G’s will even be listed
alongside stats like points, rebounds and assists.
For now, though, let’s sit back and revel in the fact we can, at long last, definitively quantify
the force of a monster dunk.
The NBA has a video explaining the net and demonstrating its use. Yeah, there’s an ad at the
beginning of it.
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